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ABSTRACT
The key feature of descriptive and analytic epidemiology is a comparison group, i.e. the
exposure, and how it is associated with the study interest, i.e. the outcome. Researchers
and investigators are required to present the descriptive and analytic statistics of both
exposure and outcomes and test their relationship to describe their study sample. However,
if there are many exposures and outcomes to examine, the syntax usually become
repetitive and hard to navigate and identify useful results. This paper will present how to
use SAS macro and ODS output to efficiently examine and generate descriptive and analytic
statistics for epidemiology studies.
This presentation is aimed at beginner to intermediate SAS programmers and healthcare
analysts who already have a basic understanding of SAS Macro and ODS Output and are
looking to efficiently examine their data.

INTRODUCTION
There are three main types of Epidemiology studies (cohort studies, case-control studies,
and cross-sectional studies). All required you to compare the relationship between at least
two variables, i.e. primary outcomes, and primary exposures. Others also include multiple
secondary outcomes and secondary exposures. In addition, it is commonly required to
describe the study samples using descriptive statistics (i.e. mean or median, standard
deviation, interquartile range, number, prevalence or proportion, etc) and basic statistical
tests (Chi-square test, t-test, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, etc) for these variables.
I am using hypothetical data as an example to illustrate the steps to examine the
descriptive and analytic statistics in epidemiology studies.

STEP 1. GENERATE TABLES FOR DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
We first generate the tables for descriptive statistics. We will use PROC Tabulate to generate
the numbers and proportions for categorical variables while using mean or median, standard
deviation, and interquartile range for continuous variables, depending on their normality
test. This will set up the main structure of the descriptive table. In this example, we are
interested in stratifying the sample statistics by the primary exposure: druguse_tri variable.
We added MISSING to show the missingness. We also requested N and COLPCTN to show the
numbers and proportions by druguse_tri. We added all after druguse_tri to also show the
descriptive statistics for the overall sample.
The following code is for the descriptive statistics for categorical variables, overall, and
stratified by druguse_tri:

PROC TABULATE DATA=PR_V2 MISSING ;
CLASS
DRUGUSE_TRI
CONTINOFCARE2
1

GENDER
EDU
INCOME
INSURANCE
EVERJAIL
HOMELESS6M
US1
;
TABLE
(CONTINOFCARE2
GENDER
EDU
INCOME
INSURANCE
EVERJAIL
HOMELESS6M
US1
), (DRUGUSE_TRI ALL)*(N COLPCTN);
RUN;
The following table is the output for descriptive statistics for categorical variables, overall,
and stratified by druguse_tri from SAS:
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We then use PROC Means to generate the results for the continuous variables, stratified by
the same variable druguse_tri, and overall respectively. Particularly, we have requested N
MEAN STD MIN MAX MEDIAN QRANGE Q1 Q3 as the results output.
The following code is for the descriptive statistics for continuous variables, overall and
stratified by druguse_tri:

PROC MEANS DATA=PR_V2 N MEAN STD MIN MAX MEDIAN QRANGE Q1 Q3;
/*CLASS DRUGUSE_TRI;*/
VAR
AGE
VL
CD4
;
RUN;

PROC MEANS DATA=PR_V2 N MEAN STD MIN MAX MEDIAN QRANGE Q1 Q3 ;
CLASS DRUGUSE_TRI;
VAR
AGE
VL
CD4
;
RUN;
The following table is the output for descriptive statistics for continuous variables, overall,
and stratified by druguse_tri from SAS:

STEP 2. ANALYTIC STATISTICS AND UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS
The second step is to test each of the variables’ relationship with the primary exposure. In
our example, it is druguse_tri. The normal approach is to run a separate model for each of
the variables and then gather each of the results together. The syntax usually become
repetitive and hard to navigate and identify the useful results. A better way is to use SAS
macro and ODS output to efficiently run the analytic statistics and output the univariate
analysis results into one single file.
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Continued with our previous example. Our primary exposure druguse_tri was a categorical
variable. We also have Continofcare2, Gender, Edu, Income, Insurance, Everjail,
Homeless6m, Us1 as categorical variables. The Chi-square goodness of fit test allows us to
test whether the observed proportions for a categorical variable differ from hypothesized
proportions. We then used a Chi-square test to examine the association between
druguse_tri and each of the categorical variables.
In this step, we first create an empty dataset CHISQ. The purpose is to use it later to save
and hold the results output from the macro. We then created a macro. For the Chi-square
test, only one macro variable &VAR. is needed to loop through all the categorical variables.
Noticed that we added an “output out” statement to particularly export the Chi-square test
results (i.e. PCHI) to a temporary dataset: STATS. Finally, we used a data step to append
the result to the CHISQ dataset. Therefore, every time the macro change to a different
&VAR, STATS dataset will be overwritten to reflect the new one. While after each macro, it
is appended and saved to the CHISQ dataset.
The following code is for the analytic statistics for categorical variables and druguse_tri:

DATA CHISQ;
RUN;
%MACRO AA(VAR);
TITLE"CHISQ FOR &VAR.";
PROC FREQ DATA=PR_V2 ;
TABLES (&VAR.)*DRUGUSE_TRI /CHISQ CMH NOCOL NOPERCENT ;
OUTPUT OUT=STATS PCHI;
RUN;
DATA CHISQ;
SET CHISQ STATS;
RUN;
%MEND;
%AA( CONTINOFCARE2
%AA( GENDER
);
%AA( EDU );
%AA( INCOME
);
%AA( INSURANCE );
%AA( EVERJAIL
);
%AA( HOMELESS6M );
%AA(

US1

);

);

The following table is the output for the PROC Freq statement, as an example, we showed
the results of CONTINOFCARE2.
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The following table is the output for the temporary STATS dataset, which includes _PCHI_
for Chi-square test value, DF_PCHI for degrees of freedom, and P_PCHI for p-value.

The following table is the output for the temporary CHISQ dataset
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Similarly, we can also change the code for the continuous variables. Depending on their
normality test, we choose to use parametric or non-nonparametric tests for the continuous
variables.
Here, I am using a non-parametric test as an example, based on the normality test (not
included in the paper) for the variables. Particularly, I am interested in reporting the Kruskal
Wallis test. The Kruskal Wallis test is used when you have one independent variable with
two or more levels and an ordinal dependent variable. In other words, it is the nonparametric version of ANOVA. It is also a generalized form of the Mann-Whitney test
method, as it permits two or more groups.
In this step, we first create an empty dataset WIL to store the results output later. We then
created a macro, for the Kruskal Wallis test, with only one macro variable &VAR. to loop
through all the continuous variables. Noticed that we added an “output out” statement to
particularly export the Kruskal Wallis test (i.e. WILCOXON) to a temporary dataset: STATS.
Finally, we used a data step to append the result to the WIL dataset. Therefore, every time
the macro change to a different &VAR, STATS dataset will be overwritten to reflect the new
one, but after each step, it is appended and saved to the WIL dataset.
The following code is for the analytic statistics for continuous variables and druguse_tri:

DATA WIL;
RUN;
%MACRO BB(VAR);
PROC NPAR1WAY DATA=PR_V2;
CLASS DRUGUSE_TRI;
VAR &VAR.;
OUTPUT OUT=STATS WILCOXON;
RUN;
DATA WIL;
SET WIL STATS;
RUN;
%MEND;
%BB( AGE
%BB( VL
%BB(

CD4

);
);

);
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The following table is the output for the temporary STATS dataset (results for CD4), which
includes _VAR_ for the variable name, _KW_for Kruskal Wallis test value, DF_KW for
degrees of freedom, and P_KW for p-value.

The following table is the output for the temporary WIL dataset

STEP 3. COMBINE RESULTS FROM STEP1 AND STEP2
The last step is to combine the results from STEP1 and STEP2, by adding the analytic results
to the descriptive statistics. After editing the title and labels, this usually concludes the
Table 1 results in an epidemiological paper.

CONCLUSION
This paper presents how to use SAS macro and ODS output to efficiently examine the
descriptive and analytic statistics of epidemiology studies. The macro and the ods output is
an efficient tool to help researchers and investigators to select the analytic statistical results
and create the descriptive statistics table for an epidemiology study.
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